- ART SPEAKS FOR ITSELF “I use my art to its fullest and highest development for the motivation, uplifting and
inspiration of my fellow beings.”

DANIELA WICKI
Formed initially in classical painting during her teenage years, Daniela Wicki left the world of painting for a successful career as a lawyer. Her business ventures
later led her to New York. The city’s energy and its Museum of Modern Art developed Daniela’s individual abstract sensibility and triggered a powerful creative
response influencing her decision to go back to painting full time. In 1995 she moved back to Peru where she studied and worked along major contemporary
Peruvian artists. In 1997 she moved to Miami, USA, where she continues her creative work immersed full time as a multimedia artist. During her career, she has had
a number of successful local and international exhibits with the acclaim of critics, a strong presence in prominent collections and wide recognition of her force as an artist.

DANIELA WICKI
I am thoroughly inspired and moved by the actions the development of a
painting continuously requires. I like the process and seek out the experience
of coming across something: discovery, chance, adventure, technology, new
materials.
Abstract painting has always had a cathartic effect through which I channel
my innermost energy.
For me, art is an aesthetic, ethical and ultimately spiritual force: a challenge
made in the experience of finding in each and every creation a self-realization,
a self-portrait of my own energy, a landscape of forces, life in motion rather
than still-life. I use my art to its fullest and highest development for the
motivation, uplifting and inspiration of my fellow beings.
Through a thorough and methodic research, I learned about the latest cuttingedge technology, fabrics and materials being used in several industries like
the automotive airflow dynamics, auto reflecting painting, fashion design
fabrics, Artificial Intelligence. These learnings empower me to find the right
formula to take the viewer through a meditative experience of the evident on
the artwork and to allow them to discover the unknown side of the artwork.
In the Waves of Wind series, the viewer perceives a new emotion when
appreciated in the absence of light, and in the Dynamic Reflection series,
the artwork is visually altered depending on the viewer’s spatial relation to
the artwork.
Although in the end, the viewer becomes the director of its own imagination,
the viewer has to think of himself as a traveler open to an experience.

PORSCHE
ArtCar

PORSCHE ArtCar
“With the intention to create a personalized and unique
Porsche ArtCar for ArtBasel Miami Beach, I researched the
latest technology in car painting and analyzed the dynamic
force of the Porsche 911 design.
Applying an innovative material to the car surface, I was able
to create a magical artwork, with the effect of luminosity,
strikingly evident in the absence of light.”

WOW 118, Mixed Media, automotive water based paint on Maserati Bumper
Aprox. 30” x 66”

WOW 124, Mixed Media, automotive water based
paint on BMW Hood, Approx. 48” x 66"

WOW 108, Mixed Media, automotive water based paint on
Porsche Fender, Aprox. 54" x 30"

WOW 118, Mixed Media, automotive water based paint on Maserati Bumper
Aprox. 30” x 66”, in absence of ligth

WOW 124, Mixed Media, automotive water based
paint on BMW Hood, Approx. 48” x 66"
in absence of light

WOW 108, Mixed Media, automotive water based paint on
Porsche Fender, Aprox. 54" x 30", in absence of ligth

PAINTINGS

MAYU is a series of mixed media
paintings that pull from the
natural linear patterns created in
nature. Wicki was very inspired
by the sky and it’s ever changing
shapes due to clouds and
weather. Using neon brings an
utterly man made component
to recreate a geometric pattern
that happens all the time in the
sky. Too often in this world we
forget how much inspiration
nature holds as we cling to the
digital materials all day long.

Daniela Wicki, Mayu #7, Mixed Media on Canvas, Neon Light, 6 x 8ft

Daniela Wicki, Mayu #3, Mixed Media on Canvas, Neon Light, 6 x 5 ft

“Daniela Wicki’s work has
evolved in the last few years
from passionate exuberance to
a more subtle and thoughtful
approach. In the past she almost
always painted on canvas,
whereas, now she is exploring
a new range of mediums and
materials. I think her new work
is the best she has ever done. It
is exciting and a delight to see
her continually evolves while
still retaining her passion.“
Diane and Robert Moss,
International Art Collectors

Infinium #3, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 36”

Infinium #5, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 36”

Infinium #9, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 36”

Infinium #11, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 36”

Daniela Wicki’s “Dynamic Reflection” is
composed of artworks which are visually altered
depending on the viewer’s spatial relation to
the work. Made up of iridescent fabric, these
silvery pieces reflect the movement of everyday
life. This weave of meditative yet vigorous
journey for the eyes adds a certain type of
animation rarely seen in classical artwork. The
exploration that “Dynamic Reflection” connects
to a great degree with today’s changing world
in a spirited, somewhat unexpected fashion.
This new series is very geometrical compared
with Daniela Wicki’s previous work. There are
shapes intertwined with empty space that form
an abstract structure. “Dynamic Reflection” is a
reflection of the different parts of the sculptures
Daniela Wicki is working on, as seen on a hitech, silvery, iridescent fabric with particles
of glass that appear to reflect light differently,
depending on one’s viewing position. As in
her previous work, the artist continues on her
search for showing the different perspectives
that as individuals, each of us can envision.
Dynamic Reflection #21
Laser Etching on Iridescent Fabric , 45” x 23”

Dynamic Reflection #11, #12, #13, Laser Etching on Iridescent Fabric , 20” x 20” each

“Daniela Wicki has been making
art embedded in the traditional
concerns of Abstraction. Her
marvelously
idiosyncratic
paintings
are
intriguing
investigations of color, light
and form. Full of energy and
imagination, the works reveal
the artist’s subconscious feeling
of abstract process and material
surface.
Ms. Wicki uses color as an
instrument in her discovery of
essential patterns and structures.
One sees in the paintings a
relationship to the overwhelming
forces of nature; the chaos of a
churning ocean, the powerful
colors of the sunset. We as
viewers are offered a bridge
between the actual world and
the artistic world that is fresh,
ambitious and intriguing.”
Katherine Hinds, Curator
The Margulies Collection
Concentric Paths #9, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 60”

Concentric Paths #4, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 60”

Concentric Paths #7, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 60”60”

Concentric Paths #11, Mixed Media on Canvas, Diptych 72” x 120”

“Daniela’s work is both rich and
bold while very unique. The
colors are vibrant, exquisite
tones that allow you to see the
depth of the piece.
Her artwork is full of movement
with textures that are intricate
and rich. When you look at one
of her pieces, you can’t help but
feel the energy. Truly a collector’s
artist. “
Jorge

Perez,

CEO The Related Group Florida

Waves of Wind - WOW #28, Mixed Media on Canvas, 60” x 48”, in absence of light

Waves of Wind - WOW #28, Mixed Media on Canvas, 60” x 48”

Waves of Wind - WOW #45, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 60”, in absence of light

Waves of Wind - WOW #45 , Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 60”

Waves of Wind - WOW #33, Mixed Media on Canvas, Polyptych 20” x 20” each

“Intuition is essential for good abstract
painting. One must be able to follow one’s
instincts about the picture even if they do
not seem to make sense. Creativity is a
leap, letting go of our attachment to results
to instead focus on the process. Creativity
occurs when the mind is focused on the
activity with confidence. The result of the
activity is the quality of the mind itself.
Daniela Wicki has as much of an intuitive
understanding of this process as any artist
I’ve worked with. Her enormous talent is
evident in her most recent paintings. There
is a weightless quality to these paintings,
a seamlessness that is evidence of their
goodness. Amorphous spaces are created
as hot and cold colors jostle for position.
These are very strong abstract paintings.
Daniela’s sensitivity to color and surface
are
the
defining
characteristics.”
George Bethea
Professor of Art, University of Miami
Breeze #38, Mixed Media on Canvas, 60” x 36”
Breeze #37, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 36”

Breeze #39, Mixed Media on Canvas, 72” x 36”

Breeze #44, Mixed Media on Canvas, Triptych, 60” x 108”

Breeze # 47, Mixed Media on Canvas, Triptych 36” x 180”

Breeze #51, Mixed Media on Canvas, Diptych 36” x 120”

“Daniela Wicki has created a
remarkable body of work. She has
a natural instinctive understanding
of the nature and needs of abstract
painting and a talent to complement
it. Consider the liveliness of “Helios”
with its vigorous contrasts of subtlety
and action, the way the yellows seem
to burn from the center and how the
straight-edged elements and the
pearly dollops conspire to push the
violent swirls of darker paint into an
illusionistic background. This is good
painting, skillfully done and full of
feeling, and, to my eye at least, way
better than most of the paintings I
have seen around Miami in the last
years.”
Darby Bannard

Internationally known artist and art critic

Savali #38 , Mixed Media on Canvas, 68” x 68”

Helios, Mixed Media on Canvas, 70” x 36”

SCULPTURE

“AD INFINIUM”
Aluminium Grid Structure, 40 FT
REACH Residential Tower at Brickell City Centre

“The “Ad Infinium” sculpture by Daniela Wicki
is a strong, dramatic piece which fits very well
in this public space. Interestingly, the piece can
translate into a smaller piece whose scale can be
easily be adapted to a residence of a smaller size.
Primarily a painter, the proportions are good, and
one can look forward to more sculptures from this
talented artist.”
Martin Z. Margulies, Art Collector

AD INFINIUM #3
Aluminium Grid Structure,

AD INFINIUM #5
Aluminium Grid Structure,

AD INFINIUM #11
Aluminium Grid Structure,

“Daniela’s work, I find wonderfully refreshing, often
with intensity of color, complex when studied, yet
delightfully enjoyable to those just seeing in passing.
Her quite creative, interpretive “Bamboo Sculpture”
located along the bay walk has been wonderfully
received.”
Stephen Owens
President, Swire Properties Inc.

Bamboo Garden, Mixed Media on Aluminum, Glass and LEDs

When we set out to revolutionize Miami’s
skyline with JADE, Daniela understood and
shared our vision for the project. Her art
fills the building with dynamic and positive
energy. It perfectly complements the beauty
and uniqueness of the architecture, as well
as the incomparable waterfront backdrop.
Daniela’s passion made her an integral part of
our team, just as she is a key player in Miami’s
thriving arts and cultural community.”
Edgardo Defortuna
President, Fortune International

“Here & Now”, Stainless Steel, Glass and Led Lights,
Jade Residences at Brickell Bay

“Here & Now”, Stainless Steel, Glass and Led Lights, 4’ x 4’ FT

DANIELA WICKI - EXHIBITIONS
2018
05 / Scholas Ocurrentes Foundation, Art Auction, Rome,
Italy
01 / Art Palm Beach, Arevalo Art, Palm Beach, FL

2011
12 / “In a Different Light”, Wynwood, FL
03 / “Abstraction Faction”, Evan Lurie Gallery, Carmel, IN
01 / Art Palm Beach, Evan Lurie Gallery, Palm Beach, FL

2003
12 / Swiss Consulate, “Energy Fields II”, Miami, FL
09 / National Halle, “Energy Fields”, Luzern, Switzerland
06 / LatinCollector, “Group Show”, New York City, New York

2017
12 / “Infinium”,Brickell City Center, Miami, FL

2010
12 / “Circles of Life”, Wynwood, FL
09 / “Crossing Paths”, Evan Lurie Gallery, Carmel, Indiana
08 / “RUTA”, Bakehouse Art Complex, Miami, FL
03 / Arte Americas, Nina Torres Art Gallery, Miami, FL

2002
12 / Swiss Consulate, “Mudras”, Miami Beach, FL
02 / Kracer Art Gallery, “Works on Paper”, North Miami, FL

2016
12 / “Dynamic Reflection”, Brickell City Centre, Miami, FL
04 / Guzman y Lazo Gallery, Art Lima, Lima,Peru
03 / Oceana PH Private Exhibition, Key Biscayne, FL
01 / Galerie Schumacher, Sursee, Switzerland
2015
12 / “Concentric Paths”, Wynwood, FL
2014
12 / “WOW – Waves Of Wind”, Wynwood, FL
12 / Porsche Art Car, Art Basel Miami Beach, FL
10 / “Art speaks for itself”, Banco do Brasil Americas,
Miami, FL
2013
08 / “Irrevolution des gesamten + das motiv“, art-st-urban,
St. Urban, Switzerland
2012
12 / “Beyond”, Wynwood, FL

2009
12 / “Mind-Body-Soul”, art-st-urban, Wynwood, Miami, FL
2008
12 / “Maras”, Wynwood, Miami, FL
06 / “Chants”, art-st-urban, Lucerne, Switzerland
03 / “Transformation”, Art Vision Gallery, Miami, FL  
2007
12 / “Get Wild, Get Wired”, Wynwood, Miami, FL
2006
12 / Wynwood Studio, “Crossroads”, Miami, FL
2005
12 / Windsor Gallery, “Light & Darkness”, Miami, FL
2004
08 / Oberbank, “Energy Fields III”, Salzburg, Austria

2001
12 / Kracer Art Gallery, North Miami, FL
07 / Silvana Facchini Gallery, “A treat of light”, Miami, FL
04 / Silvana Facchini Gallery, “Living in Miami”, Miami, FL
1999
08 / Galeria 1-2-3, San Salvador, EI Salvador, IX Bienal de Arte
Latinoamericano
08 / Galerie Hannelore Lotscher, Luzern, Switzerland
04 / AQUA Gallery, Guadalajara, Mexico
03 / Galleria Dante Vechiato, Padova, Italy - ART PALM BEACH
01 / Galleria Tega, ART MIAMI, Miami, FL
1998
05 / WIZO Art ‘98, Miami, FL
03 / Schwartz & Martinez Art Gallery, Coral Gables, FL
1997
10 / Women in the Arts ‘97, The FL Museum of Hispanic and
Latin American Art

Beyond the exhibition floors and gallery booths catering to collectors, Miami Art Week offers a far different kind of
venue: one for hosting financial investor meetings, launching condominium projects and debuting new product lines. It’s a place for banks to court wealthy prospects and for luxury goods purveyors to sell their glittering wares.
This week, across South Florida, companies of every ilk are piggybacking on Art Basel to boost their business,
swooping in while the international moneyed set are in town
....
Similarly, developer Gil Dezer hosted a party last weekend at his Porsche Design Tower’s sales center to
court art enthusiasts, in hopes of selling out the last 11 units of the 60-story, 132-unit Sunny Isles building, including a $32.5 million penthouse. The event featured a glow-in-the-dark 2014 Porsche 911 Art
Car, painted by artist DANIELA WICKI.
....

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/article4280316.html

DANIELA WICKI
260 Crandon Blvd, Ste 32 PMB 501, Miami, FL 33149, USA
www.danielawicki.com / dwtstudio@gmail.com

